Distribution of retinal blood vessels (RBVs) in retinal images has an important role in the prevention, diagnosis, monitoring and treatment of diseases, such as diabetes, high blood pressure, or heart disease. Therefore, detection of the exact location of RBVs is very important for Ophthalmologists. One of the frequently used techniques for extraction of these vessels is region growing-based Segmentation. In this paper, we propose a new region growing (RG) technique for RBVs extraction, called cellular automata-based segmentation. RG techniques often require manually seed point selection, that is, human intervention. However, due to the complex structure of vessels in retinal images, manual tracking of them is very difficult. Therefore, to make our proposed technique full automatic, we use an automatic seed point selection method. The proposed RG technique was tested on Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction database for three different initial seed sets and evaluated against the manual segmentation of retinal images available at this database. Three quantitative criteria including accuracy, true positive rate and false positive rate, were considered to evaluate this method. The visual scrutiny of the segmentation results and the quantitative criteria show that, using cellular automata for extracting the blood vessels is promising. However, the important point at here is that the correct initial seeds have an effective role on the final results of segmentation.
INTRODUCTION
Segmentation; separation of structures of interest from the background and each other, is an essential analysis function for which numerous algorithms have been developed in the field of image processing. In medical imaging, automated delineation of different image components is used for analyzing anatomical structure and tissue types, spatial distribution of function and activity, and pathological regions. Since segmentation requires classification of pixels, it is often treated as a pattern recognition (PR) problem and addressed with related techniques. Especially in medical imaging, where variability in the data may be high, PR techniques that provide flexibility and convenient automation are of special interest. [1] Pattern recognition techniques deal with the automatic detection or classification of objects or features. Region growing (RG) (or grow-cut) is one of the PR techniques. This approach is a frequently used segmentation method. However, it has a main disadvantage. It often requires user-supplied seed points. [2] A seed point is the starting point for RG, and its selection is very important for the segmentation result. If a seed point is selected outside the region of interests (ROIs), the final segmentation result would be definitely incorrect. [3] In order to make the RG segmentation fully automatic, it is necessary to develop an automatic and accurate seed point selection method.
Several papers proposed RG techniques for image segmentation. Some of them proposed an automatic algorithm for seed selection, some papers considered semi-automatic approaches, and another one selected the seeds in a manual manner.
There are several researches that applied automatic approaches for seed selection. For example, Shan et al. [3] developed a new automatic seed point selection (ASPS) method for ultrasound images. This method is composed of five steps: (1) Reduce speckle, (2) select iterative threshold, (3) delete the boundary-connected regions, (4) rank the regions, and (5) determine the seed point. They compared their method with Madabhushi and Metaxas ASPS method. [4] After several preprocessing steps, a seed point score formula is used to evaluate a set of randomly selected points. [4] The point with the highest score is considered as the seed point. G'omez et al., [5] introduced a new automatic seeded RG algorithm called automatic seeded region growing-IB1 that performs the segmentation of color and multispectral images. For selecting automatic seed, the histogram of each band is analyzed to obtain a set of representative pixel values, and the seeds are generated with all the image pixels with representative gray values. Three methods have been proposed to generate seeds automatically. [6] The first method partitions the image into a set of rectangular regions with fixed size and selects the centers of these rectangular regions as the seeds. The second one finds the edges of the image and obtains the initial seeds from the centroid of the color edges. Moreover, the third method extends the second method to deal with noise by applying an image smoothing filter. Feng et al. [7] proposed an automatic RG algorithm for video object segmentation, which features in automatic selection of seeds and thus the entire segmentation does not require any action from human users. To select the seeds automatically, for RG, they used a competitive learning neural network to do the initial segmentation. In fact, they set the skeletons of foreground and background as the seeded regions for object and background, respectively. Shih and Cheng [8] proposed an automatic seeded RG algorithm for color image segmentation.
Dalmau and Alarcon, [9] proposed a segmentation strategy using cellular automata (CA) with an automatic thresholding scheme for seed selection to extract of the retinal blood vessels (RBVs); called matched filter with cellular automata (MFCA). Bhuiyan et al., [10] proposed an adaptive RG technique to extract the vessel's edges and segmentation them. Palomera-Pérez et al., [11] presented a multi-scale feature extraction with RG technique to RBVs, too.
Gao et al. and Hamamci et al. [12, 13] considered cellular automata-based segmentation (CAS) with semi-automatic selection of seeds. Gao et al., [12] proposed an efficient three-dimensional method for solving medical tissue extraction task. In three-dimensional view, user only needs to specify certain two-dimensional image pixels as seeds in the multi-planar reformation. Hamamci et al. [13] utilized the following seed selection procedure: (1) Draw a line along the maximum visible diameter of the tumor, (2) crop the line 15% from each end and thicken to 3 pixels wide to obtain foreground-background seeds, (3) choose bounding box of the sphere having 20% longer of the line as volume of interest (VOI), and (4) use the 1 voxel wide border of this VOI as background seeds.
There are several examples of CAS techniques [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] too, that started the segmentation process using manually seed selection. This paper is organized as follows. At first, the proposed method for RBVs extraction including automatic seeding, and CAS technique for final extraction is described. Then, experimental results are presented and compared with manual extracted RBVs. Finally, the discussion and conclusion will be provided. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of proposed RBVs extraction method. According to this figure, at first we consider an ASPS algorithm to determine some starting points for segmentation step. Next, the CAS technique is applied, and pixels are classified into vessel or nonvessel; background pixels.
METHODS

Automatic Seed Point Selection
For selecting seed points automatically, two main criteria were considered.
Value Similarity Condition
A seed pixel candidate must have the similarity higher than a threshold value.
Spatial Proximity Condition
A seed pixel candidate must have the maximum spatial proximity to its neighbors less than a threshold value.
Each pixel that simultaneously satisfies both conditions 1 and 2, is selected as a seed point. Connected components of seed pixels are taken as one seed. Therefore, the selected seeds can be one pixel or one region with several pixels. [8] For example, a specific measure of value similarity condition (VSC) between two pixels is the difference among the gray values, and a specific measure of spatial proximity condition (SPC) is Euclidean distance. The variance of the gray values in a region and the compactness of the region can also be used as measures of VSC and SPC of pixels within a region, respectively. [19] We considered two measures like Shih and Cheng [8] work for criteria 1 and 2, that is, the Normalized Standard Deviations (NSD) for VSC and maximum relative Euclidean distance (MRED) for SPC.
In fact, a retinal image is specified in RGB color space. This color space is suitable for color display but, because of its high correlation among R, G, and B components, it is not good for color analysis. Furthermore, the distance in RGB color space does not represent the perceptual difference in a uniform scale.
[8] Therefore, we calculated these two measures in YC b C r color space where, Y is the luminance, and C b and C r show the color information. C b is the difference between the blue component and a reference value, and C r is the difference between the red component and a reference value. [20] In this color space the color difference of human perception can be directly expressed by Euclidean distance. We can transform the RGB color space to the YC b C r color space using Eq. 1: [20] .
For VSC, considering eight neighbors surrounding each pixel, the standard deviations of Y, C b , and C r components are calculated by:
Where,
In two Eqs. 2 and 3, x can be Y, C b , or C r , and x is the mean value. The total standard deviation is:
The NSD is calculated by:
Where, σ mwax is the maximum of the standard deviation in the image in YC b C r color space. The similarity of a pixel to its neighbors is defined as:
This condition checks whether the seed pixel has high similarity to its neighbors or not.
For a seed point, S factor is higher than a threshold value. In order to select the threshold value automatically for this condition, we use Otsu's method: [21] S T Otsu >
For SPC, the relative Euclidean distances (in terms of YC b C r ) of a pixel to its eight neighbors are defined as:
For each pixel, we calculate the MRED to its neighbors as:
Condition 2 makes sure that the seed pixel is not on the boundary of two regions. For this condition, we select an experimental value, T Ex , as the threshold:
Note that by choosing a low value for this threshold, a smaller number of pixels will be classified as seeds and some parts of vessels may be missed; oppositely, a higher number of pixels will be classified as seeds, and different regions may be connected.
About the retinal images, we must know that not all of the pixels in these images should be considered in the seed selection process. These pixels are those belong to the dark surrounding region in the retinal image. Therefore, we need to generate a mask that determines the main pixels or the same ROI! for the retinal image.
Cellular Automata Based Segmentation
Ulam and von Neumann originally conceived CA in the 1940s to provide a formal framework for investigating the behavior of complex, extended systems. CAs are dynamical systems in which space and time are discrete. [12] A CAS is described as a triple A = [S, N, δ], where, S is a nonempty state set, N is the neighborhood system, and δ:S N →S is the evolution rule (transition function).
Nonempty State Set S
Consider P and p ϵ P be set of sites in a discreet lattice L. The cell state S p in our case is actually a triplet (l p ,  p , C p ) -the "label" l p of the current cell, "strength" of the current cell  p , and cell "feature vector" C p , defined by the image. In general, we have:
A digital image is a two-dimensional array of n × m pixels. An unlabeled image may be considered as a particular configuration state of a CA, where cellular space P is defined by the n × m array set by the image, and initial states for p ϵ P are set to:
Where, RGB p is the three-dimensional vector of the color of the pixel in RGB space.
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The neighborhood system N The state of a cell is determined by the previous states of a surrounding neighborhood of cells. Commonly used neighborhood systems N are Von Neumann neighborhood or Moore neighborhood that are described in Eqs. 12 and 13, respectively.
The number of cells in the Von Neumann neighborhood of range r is the centered square number 2r (r + 1) +1 and in a Moore neighborhood, with the same range r, is the odd squares: (2r + 1) 2 .
Evolution rule δ
The state of a cell is updated synchronously in discrete time steps according to a local, identical interaction rule. At iteration T + 1 cell labels l p T+1 and strengths  p T+1 are updated according to Table 1 .
Where, g is a monotonous decreasing function bounded to [0, 1]. Two simple functions for g are:
In this paper, we considered Eq. 14 to determine the function g for CAS.
When user starts the CAS by specifying the segmentation seeds, the seeded cells labels are set accordingly, while their strength is set to the seed strength value. This sets the initial state of the CA. The segmentation process starts to grow the selected seeds and try to occupy the entire regarded region. CAS calculations continue until CA converges to a stable configuration.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dataset
The proposed CSA technique was tested on color retinal images available at Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction (DRIVE) database. [23] The DRIVE database contains 40 available images that is divided into two sets: The training and the test sets, both containing 20 images. The results of the manual segmentation (gold standard), a second independent manual segmentation and a mask image delimiting the ROI are also available in this database.
Automatic Seed Point Selection Results
The results of the ASPS on color retinal images are shown in Figure 2 for image 19 from DRIVE database. These results consist of main retinal image, generated mask for it, and the result of selected seeds applying conditions 1 and 2. Seed points are shown in green color. Otsu threshold considered as the threshold of NSD. For MRED, we considered experimental threshold of 0.025.
For MRED, experimental thresholds of 0.04 and 0.05 were applied to image 19 too, and their results compared with 0.025 threshold result. Figure 3 shows the result of this comparing. In this figure, for more realization, we assigned a label to each pixel. Pixels with white color are the vascular seed points with label '1', pixels with green color are the background seeds with label '−1', and the other pixels with the label of '0' will be segmented as vessels or background after applying the CAS technique.
According to Figure 3 , by considering the threshold of 0.025 for MRED, the number of seeds is not enough, and we do not have any seed for some parts of vessels [ Figure 3a] , so it is a small MRED threshold. For the threshold of 0.05, the number of selected seeds is very high so that different regions have been connected [ Figure 3c ]. This connection causes some parts of vessels missed and wrongly classified as background seeds. By using the threshold of 0.04, these two problems have been relatively eliminated, that is, we have enough seeds for every parts of vessels and background, and these two regions are separate. 
Cellular Automata-Based Segmentation Results
As we described previously, selected seeds have a determinant effect on the result of segmentation. In other words, if the seeds were selected outside the ROIs, the final segmentation result would be definitely incorrect. To see this effect, we apply our proposed segmentation algorithm on 20 test images from DRIVE database considering three sets of seeds. The first set was produced by considering the experimental threshold of 0.025 for MRED condition and the second one with experimental threshold of 0.04, and the third one was produced with experimental threshold of 0.05. Figure 4 shows the result of CAS for image 19 considering these three thresholds. As you see in this figure, by using the threshold of 0.025 for MRED, some parts of vessels are missed and the result of this segmentation is ineligible. Using the threshold of 0.04 and 0.05 shows more accurate results for RBVs segmentation. Comparing CAS results with the manual segmentation shows that CA cannot extract very thin vessels very well. It may be caused by selecting incorrect seed sets for vessels and background.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate CAS technique, we use some quantitative analysis: True positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), and accuracy (ACC). TPR and FPR are the ratio of well-segmented and wrong-segmented vessel pixels, respectively. ACC is a global measure providing the ratio of total well-segmented pixels. These criteria are defined as:
In Eqs. 16-18, TP (TN) is the number of vascular (nonvascular) pixels that are correctly segmented. FP and FN determine the number of pixels who have been wrongly segmented. Table 2 shows the best and worst results of these quantitative criteria among 20 test color retinal images from DRIVE database for experimental thresholds of 0.025, 0.04, and 0.05 for MRED.
The averages of these criteria have been presented in Table 2 , too. According to these average values, using the experimental threshold of 0.04 shows better results for ACC and TPR rather than experimental threshold of 0.025. The result of FPR is better for experimental threshold of 0.025. For the thresholds of 0.04 and 0.05, there is a negligible difference between the quantitative criteria. However, due to the effect of high values for MRED threshold on seed selection; discussed previously, we propose using the threshold of 0.04 for this condition.
Dalmau and Alarcon [9] that used MFCA for extracting RBVs, and Palomera-Pérez et al., [11] considered ACC, TPR and FPR criteria for evaluating their segmentation results. Table 3 compares the performance of their results with our proposed technique. According to this table, our technique is more accurate and has a low average FPR against these two methods. Of course, Dalmau's method has a better result for average TPR.
Bhuiyan et al., [10] applied their proposed method on STARE database [24] with an average ACC of 0.9498 for only five images. [9] 0.9168 0.7620 0.0592 Palomera-Pérez et al. [11] Table 4 for experimental threshold of 0.04. These figures show that MAs and HEs have been selected wrongly as the vessel's seeds and extracted with CA. Thus, the number of wrong-segmented vessel pixels (FP) increases and this problem affects on the proposed method reliability. Therefore, it is necessary to remove them using preprocessing schemes before applying ASPS and CAS steps.
Computational Costs
The running speed of the algorithm is a very important parameter. Especially in medical cases, it is vital to provide results immediately. Furthermore, long running times may be wearisome for users. Therefore, high-speed algorithms are usually considered to be utilized.
The average running time of different steps of the proposed method for RBV extraction, either with the test system information, has been presented in Table 5 . The average elapsed time to extract blood vessels using CAS is almost 2 min.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new RG technique was proposed for extraction the vessels in retinal images. This technique, which is called CAS, starts from some initial seed points. We used an automatic scheme based on two conditions, "value similarity" and "spatial proximity," for selecting these initial seeds. By considering different thresholds of SPC, we produced three seed sets with different length to see the effect of initial seeds on the final segmentation. The results show that CA can extract the blood vessels very well but, the initial seeds have an important role on the final segmentation, so that considering a small or a high number of them lead to an incomplete segmentation and some parts of vessels may be missed. Of course, this problem has occurred for extracting very thin vessels using CAS. Using an adaptive scheme for selecting the SPC according to the characteristics of each image can be a suggestion to eliminate this problem and achieve more accurate segmentation results. Another problem that affects on the segmentation results and must be removed is the presence of some abnormalities such as MAs and HEs. Detecting and removing the MAs and HEs and/or segmentation and classification of them can be considered as a new project in future. 
